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A Critical Review of Reactive Vapor Deposition for Conjugated 
Polymer Synthesis
David Bilger,a S. Zohreh Homayounfar,a and Trisha L. Andrew*a

Reactive vapor deposition (RVD) is a nascent, single-step processing method for forming electronic polymer films on 
unconventional substrates and is increasingly important for creating flexible and wearable electronics. RVD can be 
interpreted as a solvent-free synthetic technique, where multiple reagents converge in the vapor phase to effect a 
polymerization reaction. Here, we review reactive vapor deposition of conjugated polymers from a synthetic perspective, 
starting by establishing its roots in inorganic chemical vapor deposition, tracking its evolution over the recent decade, 
discussing state-of-the-art monomer and polymer scope, and concluding with an examination of shortcomings where 
increased attention from the synthetic community would yield impactful advances.

Introduction
Research efforts over the past two decades have reinforced 

the numerous advantages of -conjugated macromolecules. As 
a result, large libraries of polymeric semiconductors have been 
investigated1-3 and correlations between chemical structure, 
processing conditions,4 condensed phase morphology,5 and 
optical / electronic properties6,7 are well understood. Of 
particular interest has been the stretchability8 and low density9 
of conjugated polymers, which have resulted in unmatched 
control over processing conditions10 and enabled nontraditional 
electronic11 and optoelectronic12 device architectures on 
arbitrary substrates. Despite such advancements, further 
efforts are needed to simplify reaction methodologies, increase 
synthetic accessibility, and make use of unconventional 
substrates for flexible, wearable and/or implantable 
electronics. In this regard, vapor deposition techniques have 
shown great promise as of late.

Reactive vapor deposition (RVD) is a nascent, single-step 
processing method with which to create functional polymer 
films on unconventional substrates.13,14 Recent reviews on this 
topic eloquently and comprehensively cover the engineering 
advantages,15-17 device applications,18 and scalability of this 
method.19 Reactive vapor deposition can be interpreted as a 
solvent-free synthetic technique, where multiple reagents 
converge in the vapor phase to effect a polymerization reaction. 
Here, we review reactive vapor deposition of conjugated 
polymers from a synthetic perspective, starting by establishing 
its roots in inorganic chemical vapor deposition, tracking its 
evolution over the recent decade, discussing state-of-the-art 
monomer and polymer scope, and concluding with an 

examination of weak points where increased attention from the 
synthetic community would yield impactful advances.

Origins
To thoroughly understand the apparatus and protocols 

currently used to vapor deposit conjugated polymers, one must 
start by cogitating on their origins, which lie in the area of 
inorganic chemical vapor deposition (CVD). CVD is an umbrella 
term for a suite of deposition methods used to produce 
complex semiconductor crystals and multilayer structures via a 
chemical reaction (not physical deposition) that takes place 
from the gas phase at moderate pressures (10 to 760 Torr). All 
CVD processes boast two unique advantages: (a) exquisite, real 
time control over the thickness and nanostructure of growing 
films, and (b) conformal film formation on nonplanar and/or 
patterned substrates. Due to these unmatched qualities, at 
least one CVD step is currently integral for the largescale 
manufacture of microelectronics and optoelectronics. In this 
section, we highlight three CVD methods that, we believe, act 
as clear precedents or inspirations for vapor deposition of 
conjugated polymers:  metal-organic chemical vapor deposition 
(MOCVD), plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
(PECVD) and atomic layer deposition (ALD).
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MOCVD affords growth of polycrystalline or amorphous 
semiconductors and thermodynamically-metastable alloys via 
pyrolysis of corresponding organometallic precursors. Desired 
precursors are volatilized by heating under reduced pressure 
and transported by inert carrier gases (helium, argon or 
nitrogen) into a cold-wall reactor equipped with a heated 

substrate stage (Figure 1a). Bond cleavage occurs when the 
precursor vapors encounter the heated stage, creating reactive 
species that subsequently couple to form the desired 
semiconductor or alloy directly on the substrate surface. 
Representative MOCVD reactions are shown in Figure 1b and 
typically involve one organometallic compound and a hydride. 

Figure 1. Schematics of reaction chambers used for common reactive vapor deposition methods. Representative (a) chamber and (b) deposition reactions used in metal-organic 
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). Representative (c) chamber and (d) deposition reactions used in plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Representative 
(e) chamber and (f) deposition reactions used in atomic layer deposition (ALD). Representative (g) chamber and (h) deposition reaction used in initiated chemical vapor 
deposition (iCVD). (i,j) Two different chamber geometries for vapor depositing conjugated polymer films. Different deposition algorithms can be used, including oxidative 
chemical vapor deposition (oCVD), oxidative molecular layer deposition (oMLD) and vapor phase polymerization (VPP). (k) The oxidative polymerization reaction that underpins 
all known protocols for vapor depositing conjugated polymers.
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The crucial development of MOCVD by Ruhrwein20 in 1968 
allowed growth of III-V and II-VI semiconductors,21,22 which are 
still actively used in high performance optoelectronic devices. 
MOCVD is a medium deposition rate method, whose reaction 
simplicity allowed for straightforward manufacturability and 
wide-spread applications in the photovoltaics and 
semiconductor industries.23

At its genesis, the reaction chamber used to perform 
MOCVD was simply comprised of a thick-walled metal tube, a 
gas mixture manifold, and a heat source.24 The metal tube was 
either oriented such that the gas mixtures would flow 
horizontally or vertically through the central tube. In the 
horizontal design, a gradient of film growth was observed across 
the substrate due to reactant depletion. To address this issue, 
the substrate holder was placed at an angle of 10o with respect 
to the incoming gas flux to obtain films of increased uniformity 
upon depletion of the precursor stream. In the vertical design 
(named a high-speed rotating disk reactor), the substrate holder 
was rotated rapidly to pull the precursor vapors to the surface, 
which averaged out substrate heating disparities and lead to 
film uniformity over the entire substrate. Once the merits and 
process details of MOCVD were well established and the 
technique transitioned into high-throughput production, the 
standard MOCVD reactor shifted to a “pancake” style (Figure 
1a), following the design criteria necessitated by the silicon 
industry, to selectively augment the effective interaction area 
between the precursor vapors and the heated substrate, 
instead of the cold reactor walls.24 

Building on this foundational work, introducing an 
electrically-generated plasma into the aforementioned pancake 
reactor affords PECVD of semiconductors and dielectric 
materials.25,26 As illustrated in Figure 1c, two internal parallel-
plate electrodes placed inside the pancake reactor allow for 
application of a direct or alternating current, which electrically 
excites the argon carrier gas to generate an argon plasma. The 
top electrode plate is grounded and a substrate (that is also 
conductive) is placed on the bottom electrode, which is 
connected to an electrical power source. A tube reactor variant 
is also known, where the electrical excitation is created by 
applying a radiofrequency (RF) discharge via external coil 
electrodes.27 The reactive species needed to effect a chemical 
reaction are created by the high energy electrons of the plasma 
and, therefore, PECVD is performed at low deposition 
temperatures. This distinguishing feature is a notable advance 
over MOCVD, which requires high substrate temperatures. 
PECVD is currently the preferred method with which to create 
Si, SiO2, and Si3N4 films (Figure 1d), making it a workhorse 
technique in the manufacture of silicon integrated circuits. 
PECVD is also used to produce vertically free-standing carbon 
nanostructures (so-called carbon nanotube “forests”)28 and 
graphene multilayers.29

Whereas MOCVD and PECVD proved to be indispensable for 
depositing inorganic semiconductors and dielectric materials, 
controlled growth of metal oxides and multilayer optical 
coatings, such as those found in optical fibers and distributed 
Bragg reflectors, could not be effected using these methods. 
Therefore, ALD emerged to fill this gap. ALD was first patented 

by Suntola and Anston30 in 1977 as atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) 
for epitaxial growth of ZnS to produce flat display panels from 
thin film electroluminescence. The sequential, self-limiting 
nature of this method led to the growth of thin films which were 
no longer epitaxial to the underlying substrates. Thus, 
approximately in 2000, the more general name of “ALD” was 
adopted for this method, recognized as an enabling process in 
synthesizing nanoscale noble metals (such as Ag, Pd, Os, Ir, Pt), 
metals (such as C, Al, Fe, Si, Ni, Cu, Ga), metal oxides (such as 
Zn1-xSnxOy, ZrO2, Y2O3) and optical spacer layers (SiO2, Al2O3) 
(Figure 1f).31 

In general, ALD is conducted in a stainless-steel horizontal 
flow tube (Figure 1e) and involves a repeating algorithm of 
sequential pulse-purge-pulse cycles. Reactant and counter-
reactant precursors are pulsed sequentially into the chamber 
under vacuum (<1 Torr), reacting one at a time with 
predetermined active sites on the substrate through a self-
limiting reaction mechanism, followed by purging to minimize 
the possibility of mixing and reacting of precursors in the gas 
phase. This cycle is iterated until the resulting films reach a 
desired thickness and composition.32 ALD’s distinctive pulse-
purge-pulse algorithm results in nonstatistical film deposition 
(unlike MOCVD and PECVD), which allows for atomic level 
control over film composition, thickness and doping level, and 
creates super-conformal and pinhole-free coatings on high-
aspect-ratio nanostructures, such as gate dielectrics in 
MOSFETs and trench capacitors.33 However, these advantages 
come at the expense of deposition speed:  in comparison to fast 
physical vapor deposition methods (such as sputtering and 
pulsed laser deposition, which typically proceed at a rate of 5-
10 Å/s) and medium rate chemical vapor deposition methods 
(such as MOCVD and PECVD, which typically proceed at a rate 
of 1-2 Å/s), ALD typically proceeds at a rate of 0.01 Å/s due to 
the layer-by-layer growth process and intervening purge cycles. 
Although attempts to increase deposition rate are ongoing, for 
example by repeatedly shuttling the substrate between 
spatially-confined precursor vapor cones,34,35 ALD still suffers 
from slow deposition rates that inhibit its widespread use in 
large-scale manufacturing.

Emergence
Advances made in the chemical vapor deposition of metal 
oxides, inorganic semiconductors and dielectric materials 
eventually piqued the interest of the soft materials community. 
Specifically, the promise of depositing controllably-thin polymer 
films conformally onto various patterned and nonplanar 
surfaces led researchers to modify the aforementioned 
traditional reactor geometries for vapor-phase organic 
synthesis. An industrially relevant example of this exercise is the 
parylene deposition system, which evolved from a two-stage 
ALD reactor and is now widely used to protect microelectronic 
circuits from corrosion.36 Interestingly, this polymeric analog of 
ALD does not suffer from slow deposition rates, with parylene 
films grown at an average rate of 2 Å/s. Similarly, Jensen et al. 
also adapted an ALD reactor to perform a Gilch polymerization 
reaction from the vapor phase, thus obtaining uniform films of 
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poly(p-phenylene vinylene) starting from halogenated para-
xylylenes (Scheme 1).37

Scheme 1. (a) Chemical reaction that occurs during parylene deposition. (b) A Gilch 
polymerization reaction performed from the vapor phase using a modified ALD reactor.

An arguably transformative effort in adopting a traditional 
reactor geometry to effect polymer growth is the vapor 
deposition of polyacrylate films using a modified MOCVD 
reactor geometry (Figure 1g,h), reported by Gleason et al.38 This 
process, termed initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD), 
allowed for the exquisitely-controlled deposition of various 
functional polymer films on a myriad of patterned surfaces with 
varying surface energies.39 Further, intriguing three-
dimensional polymer structures can be created by performing 
iCVD on liquid40,41 and/or liquid crystalline surfaces.42 Previous 
reviews detail the various advances made in iCVD43-45 and, 
therefore, we focus our attention on vapor deposition of 
conjugated polymers.

Controlled vapor deposition of conjugated polymers is a 
comparatively exacting endeavor, as small variations in 
chemical repeat unit structure or compositional defects can 
exponentially alter the electronic and optical properties of the 
resulting polymer films. Therefore, reactive vapor deposition of 
conjugated polymers suffered many false or questionable 
starts, the most notable of which are reports of poly(thiophene) 
growth using a glow discharge (PECVD) reactor. Emboldened by 
the longstanding use of glow discharges to effect undirected 
chain growth polymerization of hydrocarbon sources for 
dielectric polymer layers,46 the PECVD of a material called 
“plasma polymerized thiophene” was briefly investigated.47,48 

However, it must be remembered that the hot electrons 
(average energies of 1-5 eV) present in the electrically-
generated plasma during PECVD can lead to nonspecific and 
multiple bond scissions in precursor (thiophene) molecules, 
which should lead to a statistical mixture of 2- and 3-position 
linkages between thiophene repeat units and uncontrolled 
crosslinking between polymer chains. The hot electrons in the 
plasma can also chemically degrade electron-rich oligomers 
deposited on the substrate surface, creating species that rapidly 
react with water and oxygen upon  breaking the vacuum of the 
reactor to form charge traps.49 Despite selected efforts to pulse 
the electrically-generated plasma50 and, thus, mitigate 
crosslinking and monomer fragmentation, plasma polymerized 
thiophene was nonetheless riddled with chemical defects that 

rendered it a comparatively inferior material to solution-
synthesized poly(3-alkylthiophene)s.

In an effort to exert a modicum of control over the chemical 
reaction taking place inside the reactor, material scientists took 
a page out of the MOCVD playbook and attempted to conduct 
straightforward, two-component reactions from the vapor 
phase to synthesize conjugated polymers. In particular, the 
classic oxidative polymerization reaction came to the fore 
because it simply needed an electron-rich monomer to be 
mixed with an oxidant (iodine, ferric chloride or nitrosonium 
tetrafluoroborate) to create low-medium molecular-weight 
polymers (10-40 kDa) of predictable and well-defined chemical 
composition via a step-growth pathway.51,52

The first attempt at introducing a vapor phase component 
to the oxidative polymerization reaction was a stepwise 
deposition protocol where a substrate was preloaded with an 
oxidant and then passively exposed to monomer vapors in a 
closed setting. This deposition protocol, which is still employed 
today, is called vapor phase polymerization (VPP). Often, 
substrates are coated with oxidant solutions and air-dried 
before being placed under an inverted crystallization dish along 
with an open container of a volatile liquid monomer, such as 
pyrrole. When vapors of the volatile monomer passively diffuse 
to the oxidant-coated substrate surface, monomer oxidation 
and, subsequently, polymerization is initiated.53 While VPP has 
undergone numerous changes over the years, including oxidant 
variation,54,55 vacuum incorporation,56 and use of additives,57-59 
the sequential nature of the technique has remained 
consistent. Upscaling VPP has also proved challenging, given its 
solution processing step, which requires compatibility between 
both solvent and substrates.60,61 As such, soft materials 
researchers realized the need to explore scalable, 
manufacturing-friendly strategies to perform RVD of 
conjugated polymers.

The first such strategy, to our knowledge, by Mohammadi et 
al. introduced both the monomer and the oxidant as vapors into 
a pancake reactor and angled the inlets in such a way that these 
vapors were forced to intersect over a substrate, on which 
polymerization proceeded.62 The generalized mechanism for 
the polymerization that is effected when monomer and oxidant 
vapors interact is depicted in Figure 2. Due to their reasonable 
vapor pressures and thermal stabilities, pyrrole (1) and iron(III) 
chloride (FeCl3) were used as the monomer and oxidant, 
respectively, to create thin films of p-doped poly(pyrrole) (P1-
Cl, Scheme 2). Mohammadi et al. made certain modifications to 
the traditional MOCVD reactor inlets to accommodate both 
precursors. In the case of 1, a glass tube was articulated with a 
needle valve via a glass-to-metal seal so that the copper tube 
could be positioned inside the reactor at a distance of 2 cm from 
the substrate stage. FeCl3 was introduced into the reactor via a 
stainless steel tube that was welded in place of a liquid 
precursor inlet. Mechanistically, simultaneous introduction of 
monomer and oxidant vapors into the reaction chamber 
allowed radical cations of monomer 1 to form in high 
concentration, in the vapor phase, prior to dimerization.63 
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Figure 2. (a) Commonly accepted reaction mechanism for reactive vapor deposition of conjugated polymers using an oxidative polymerization reaction. Note that 
a p-doped film is obtained. (b) A representative set of monomers that have been polymerized via reactive vapor deposition. Polymer films resulting from use of 
monomers depicted in blue remain p-doped after a post deposition rinse, whereas films resulting from monomers depicted in orange are dedoped after rinsing. 
Monomer 16, shown in green, creates an electron-accepting polymer.
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Because dimerized species had significantly lower vapor 
pressures relative to their corresponding monomers, polymer 
growth and chain extension likely occurred on the substrate 
surface.45 The presence of excess metal salts throughout the 
deposition further oxidized the polymer film, leaving behind p-
doped P1-Cl. Subsequent rinsing of the P1-Cl films with ethanol 
removed metal salts, excess oxidant, and any soluble 
byproducts trapped within the film.

After this successful demonstration of conjugated polymer 
RVD, subsequent reactors were automatically designed around 
the two-component oxidative polymerization reaction, which is 
ideally suited for dry vacuum processing techniques. As can be 
seen in Figure 1i-k, a reaction consisting of two components can 
be easily performed in any reactor geometry, as only two inlets 
are required to accommodate the deposition precursors. 
Further, use of a dry vacuum process eliminates issues 
associated with solvent considerations, including solvation 
shells,64 immiscibility,65 solvent-substrate interactions,66 and 
solubility of the growing polymer chain.67 Over the past two 
decades, approximately, a small set of electron-rich monomers 
have been polymerized via reactive vapor deposition (Figure 
2b).

The reactor geometry utilized by Mohammadi et al. was only 
able to create uniform polymer films over areas of 
approximately 13 cm2, which limited its amenability to 
production-scale applications. To remedy this restriction, 
Gleason and coworkers designed a reactor capable of yielding 
uniform polymer films over larger areas (26-52 cm2). As 
illustrated in Figure 1i, a 168 cm2 cube-shaped reaction 
chamber created long monomer and oxidant path lengths (ca. 
17 cm), analogous to the chambers used for physical vapor 
deposition of molecular semiconductors in organic light-
emitting diodes.68,69 This is in direct opposition to the chamber 
dimensions of Mohammadi et al., in which the monomer and 
oxidant inlets were positioned approximately 2 cm from the 
substrate stage. Longer path lengths allow for greater 
stabilization and equilibration of the kinetic energies and 
trajectories of gas-phase species, thereby increasing the 
uniformity and conformality of films formed when precursor 
vapors intersect.70 The first chamber reported by Gleason et al. 
placed the oxidant crucible, inverted, over the substrate stage, 
but such an arrangement resulted in the transfer of oxidant 
particulates to the film surface during deposition.45 The flipped 
geometry was then identified to be optimal, with the inverted 

Scheme 2. Reactive vapor deposition of conducting polymers.
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substrate stage placed above the oxidant crucible and 
monomer inlet(s) placed perpendicular to the oxidant plume 
(Figure 1i, Chamber 1). Monomer and oxidant vapor plumes 
intersect at a 90 angle, thereby increasing their total 
intersectional volume (reaction zone) and creating a large, 
homogenous area (>26 cm2) over which dimers, oligomers and 
polymers are created. 

Graduates from Gleason’s lab have since made small 
modifications to this starting design. For example, juxtaposing 
two crucibles in parallel at the base of the chamber allows for 
volatilization of heavy, high melting point monomers, such as 
porphyrin derivatives (molecular weights >400 g/mol, melting 
points >350 oC), alongside a ferric chloride oxidant.71,72 
However, the intersectional area between monomer and 
oxidant vapor plumes in this reactor is smaller, as compared to 
Gleason’s original design, meaning that only small-area polymer 
films can be accessed. Moreover, monomers of intermediate 
molecular weight and vapor pressures—for example, a solid 
monomer with a molecular mass of 150 g/mol and melting point 
of 80 oC—cannot be controllably volatilized in a heated crucible, 
which is best suited for compounds of melting points >300 oC.

A different approach from that reported by Gleason et al. is 
to adopt a design similar to the tube-shaped reactors used for 
ALD. Indeed, horizontally-oriented tube reactors have 
previously been used to deposit dielectric73 and metal-organic 
hybrid polymers31 using a technique commonly referred to as 
molecular layer deposition (MLD). This geometry has since been 
adapted by Andrew et al. to deposit conjugated polymers via 
reactive vapor deposition. As depicted in Figure 1j, the 
geometry of a tube-shaped hot-wall reactor (Chamber 2) 
provides short and linear paths for monomer and oxidant 
vapors to traverse, meaning that monomers and oxidants with 
either high or low vapor pressures can be controllably 
volatilized with minimal heating and that their vapors can be 
practically manipulated to intersect over a defined spatial 
extent.74 Side inlets are built into the chamber body to 
introduce volatile and/or liquid oxidants or monomers into the 
central reaction tube. Crucibles (tungsten or ceramic) filled with 
solid monomers or oxidants may also be placed directly in the 
tube for easy heating/volatilization. Upon selectively heating 
the specific regions of the tube in which the monomer and/or 
oxidant are placed, vapors evolve that move parallel to the 
chamber’s long axis and intersect over a substrate region, 
effecting vapor-phase monomer oxidation/dimerization and 
chain growth at the substrate surface. The primary advantages 
of this chamber are its modularity and ability to accommodate 
a wide range of low-to-high volatility compounds, making it 
ideal for testing pilot monomers and new vapor phase 
chemistries.

Over the past decade, Chambers 1 and 2 have been centrally 
used to conduct various polymer deposition algorithms, with 
each protocol garnering a specific categorization. For example, 
a substrate could simply be preloaded with an oxidant, placed 
in Chamber 1 and exposed to a monomer vapor flow through 
the side inlet to obtain a conjugated polymer coating on the 
substrate.75 Or, monomer and oxidant vapors can be 
sequentially pulsed into Chamber 2, perhaps with intervening 

inert gas purges, similar to ALD/MLD, to create thin, 
nanostructured polymer films over multiple iterations.76 For 
this review, we classify any deposition algorithm in which a 
substrate is preloaded with oxidant as VPP, any protocol in 
which monomer and oxidant vapors are simultaneously and 
continuously introduced into a reaction chamber throughout 
the deposition as oxidative chemical vapor deposition (oCVD), 
and any pulsed deposition protocol as oxidative molecular layer 
deposition (oMLD). We note that the oCVD protocol is, by far, 
the most common algorithm used across multiple research 
reports and multiple reactors, and is largely accepted as the 
default protocol within the field. In situations where we do not 
wish to invoke a specific deposition protocol, we use the general 
term “reactive vapor deposition (RVD)” to broadly refer to any 
process that creates conjugated polymer films via a chemical 
reaction that takes place from the vapor phase.

State of the Art
The most extensively investigated precursor, by far, is 

monomer 2 due to its high vapor pressure, reasonable thermal 
stability and low oxidation potential.15,45,63,66,70 Further, 
monomer 2 has been coupled with a number of oxidants for 
reactive vapor deposition, including ferric chloride (most 
common), copper(II) chloride, vanadium oxychloride, 
molybdenum(V) pentachloride, and molecular bromine. 
Remarkably high conductivities are observed in vapor deposited 
thin films of P2-Cl (Scheme 2), since resistive, solubilizing 
counterions are unnecessary for polymer/film growth. Using 
the oCVD protocol with FeCl3, Gleason et al. were able to 
achieve conductivities as high as 6259 S/cm in crystalline PEDOT 
samples by heating their substrates to 300C during deposition 
and precisely controlling polymer film thickness (10 nm).77,78 
Given these parameters, X-ray diffraction studies elucidated an 
induced crystalline transition from an “edge on” to “face on” 
orientation with increasing substrate temperature and 
decreasing P2-Cl film thickness. Such a feat reinforces the 
capability of reactive vapor deposition protocols and chamber 
parameters to influence the properties of conjugated polymer 
thin films.

Parsons et al. also experimented with chamber parameters 
and deposition protocols to access P2-Cl films.76 An oMLD 
approach was utilized with a molybdenum(V) pentachloride 
(MoCl5) oxidant, chosen due to its comparatively high vapor 
pressure. As such, low substrate temperatures (<150C) could 
be used during a deposition, making this process compatible 
with flexible and textile substrates. The sequential pulsing of 
precursors via oMLD resulted in P2-Cl conductivities as high as 
5300 S/cm. Such high conductivities were postulated to result 
from the sequential vapor pulsing, which likely increases 
precursor and byproduct mobility at the substrate surface and 
allows growing P2-Cl chains to adopt an ideal, 
thermodynamically-stable crystal orientation. Aside from 
MoCl5, other oxidants have been utilized in the reactive vapor 
deposition of P2-Cl, including copper (II) chloride, which results 
in highly-porous, nanostructured films.79
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Investigations conducted by Andrew et al. have illuminated 
fundamental differences between the film properties of P2-Cl 
samples processed using VPP protocols as opposed to oCVD.75 
By way of cyclic voltammetry and electrogravimetry 
measurements, repeated doping/dedoping cycles demonstrate 
almost negligible ion mass trapping in P2-Cl films coated onto 
gold electrodes using oCVD. In contrast, films created by a VPP 
protocol show significant ion mass trapping with each 
doping/dedoping cycle, suggesting oCVD-produced P2-Cl is 
comparatively more stable to redox cycling. Andrew et al. 
hypothesized that the superior ion transport of oCVD-P2-Cl 
results from its microscopically smooth surface consisting of 
nano-pores with uniform size, as revealed via scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM). P2-Cl constructed using VPP, in contrast, 
demonstrated rough surfaces with wide distributions of pore 
sizes, possibly hindering ion transport.

Nejati et al. coated commercial carbon cloth with P2-Cl films 
using oCVD and either SbCl5 or VOCl3 as the oxidant.80 
Conductivities of approximately 2000 S/cm were measured and 
partly attributed to residual antimony salts remaining in the 
polymer film. This is one of a few instances where the authors 
deliberately chose not to perform a post-deposition rinse to 
wash residual metal salts out of the vapor deposited films. 
Residual metal salts imparted unique electroactivity and were 
found to be beneficial for effecting electrochemical oxygen 
reduction when two P2-Cl coated carbon cloths were used as 
electrodes.

Andrew et al. used oCVD polymer films in wearable 
microsupercapacitors (MSCs).81 P2-Cl deposited by oCVD was 
chosen for its demonstrated mechanical ruggedness on 
multiple fabric substrates.63 Chamber 1 was used to coat 
stainless steel threads with P2-Cl. The P2-Cl-coated threads 
were sewn into stretchy textiles via a four step sequential 
process, thereby forming aligned electrodes with dimensions 
dependent on the textiles knit structure. When incorporated 
with a poly(vinyl alcohol)/sulfuric acid gel electrolyte, the textile 
MSC displayed an areal capacitance and energy density of 80 
mF/cm2 and 11 W h/cm2, respectively. After 4000 
charge/discharge cycles, the textile MSC retained 71% of its 
initial capacitance, which recovered to 93% given a 12 hour 
resting period. This result was highly reproducible and 
speculated to originate from unbalanced charges redistributing 
throughout the device. In addition, the textile MSCs energy 
density could be increased to 34 W h/cm2 when fabricated 
with a 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate ionic 
liquid electrolyte.

Further studies regarding P2-Cl-based charge storage 
devices were also conducted. By depositing P2-Cl onto different 
varieties of plant matter using oCVD,82 the P2-Cl coating was 
able to conformally adopt the mesoscale organization of the 
plant surfaces, with the living substrates remaining undamaged. 
Pseudocapacitive properties (areal capacitance, energy density, 
and power density) of the P2-Cl-coated plant matter were then 
measured using two-electrode cyclic voltammetry, with an 
aqueous sulfuric acid liquid electrolyte, and compared to those 
of control P2-Cl films on polyimide substrates. P2-Cl coated 
onto pilea involucrata showed the greatest discrepancy in 

pseudocapacitive behavior relative to control samples on 
polyimide, with an areal capacitance, energy density, and 
power density of 142 mF/cm2, 28.4 W h/cm2, and 1.7 
mW/cm2, respectively. This is in contrast to P2-Cl deposited 
onto polyimide, which displayed lower values of 50 mF/cm2, 10 
W h/cm2, and 0.6 mW/cm2 for areal capacitance, energy 
density, and power density, respectively. Moreover, after 
10,000 charge-discharge cycles, P2-Cl-coated plant substrates 
exhibit 94% of their initial capacitance, suggesting the 
electrodes are remarkably stable.   

Aside from Andrew et al., Lau and coworkers frequently use 
vapor deposited poly(aniline)s for charge storage applications. 
Vapor deposition is performed using an oCVD protocol with 
antimony (V) pentachloride and 3 as oxidant and monomer, 
respectively, to afford P3-Cl.83 Lau et al. used an oCVD protocol 
to systematically deposit numerous samples of P3-Cl onto 
molybdenum carbide-derived-carbon (CDC) electrodes by 
varying deposition parameters, including reactor pressure, 
substrate temperature, and oxidant flow rate. The P3-Cl-coated 
CDC electrodes were incorporated into a standard three-
electrode configuration consisting of an overcapacitive 
activated carbon counter-electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode in KCl. Electrochemical measurements showed P3-Cl-
coated CDC electrodes possessed a gravimetric capacitance of 
115 F/g, more than double that of control CDC electrodes at 52 
F/G. After running over 10,000 charge-discharge cycles, the P3-
Cl-coated electrodes retained 79% of their initial capacity. 
Importantly, the highest performing P3-Cl-coated electrodes 
were produced using the highest reactor pressure, substrate 
temperature, and oxidant flow rate. Scanning electron 
micrographs (SEMs) of the optimized samples showed 
significant porosity over films created using alternative 
deposition protocols. The authors surmised that superior 
electrochemical properties likely arose due to the presence of 
pores in the P3-Cl films, which provides more surface area for 
charge accumulation at the electrode-electrolyte interface.  

Andrew et al. also demonstrated numerous applications in 
energy conversion and harvesting. Cotton fabrics and yarns 
coated with P2-Cl using Chamber 1 acted as electric heaters 
that could be cut/sewn or woven to fashion lightweight fabric 
heaters for local climate control and personal thermal 
management.84 Prewoven fabrics coated, via oCVD, with a 1.5-
micron thick film of P2-Cl possessed competitively-low sheet 
resistances—44 Ω/□ measured for coated bast fiber textiles and 
61 Ω/□ measured for coated cotton textiles—and acted as low-
power-consuming Joule heating elements. The electrothermal 
response of the textile electrodes remained unaffected after 
cutting and sewing due to the robustness of the vapor 
deposited coating. This feature was used to create a 
lightweight, breathable, electrically-heated glove.

More recent studies by Andrew et al. have looked into 
engineering all-fabric wearable thermoelectric generators that 
produce power over an extended period of time.85 Using 
Chamber 2, monomer 2 and FeCl3 were reacted to form 
rectangular coatings of P2-Cl on the surface of cotton using a 
shadow mask. The P2-Cl-coated cotton segment was 
incorporated into a fabric-based wristband that generated 
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thermovoltages above 20 mV when worn. The power factor, 
measured over a 30C temperature differential, of cotton 
coated with P2-Cl via oCVD was over two orders of magnitude 
higher than cotton coated with PEDOT:PSS by solution 
processing.

Various analogues of P2-Cl have also been deposited by 
Andrew et al. using Chamber 2. In one such case, P4-Cl (Scheme 
2), which is a solid at room temperature, was deposited on the 
outer surfaces of plants to act as electrode pads for 
bioimepdance spectroscopy.86 P4-Cl was chosen for use in this 
study due to its porous morphology, which aids in measurement 
accuracy with electronic impedance spectroscopy and was 
found to not interrupt plant growth. By way of bioimpendance 
spectroscopy, the P4-Cl electrodes were able to monitor plant 
stressors, including drought and photodamage.

Extensive work has gone into investigating the vapor 
deposition of semiconducting polymers using oCVD protocols 
(Scheme 3). Thiophene monomers lacking alkoxy substituents 
in the 3- and/or 4-position afford light-absorbing, hole-
conducting (p-type) polymer films. Gleason et al. used Chamber 
1 to create ultrathin films of P7 for use in p-channel organic 
field-effect transistors.87 The optoelectronic properties as a 
function of pressure were examined, with high background 
chamber pressures producing films of decreased conjugation 
length compared to films deposited under relatively low 
chamber pressures. Further, P7 films fabricated using high 
chamber pressures demonstrated increased field effect 
mobility (3.74 x 10-3 cm2 V-1 s-1 at 150 mTorr) compared to low-
pressure depositions (1.80 x 10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1 at 1 mTorr). A follow 
up to this work incorporated vapor deposited P7 into a bilayer 
solar cell with physical vapor deposited C60 as the acceptor 
layer.88 Solar cells containing an oCVD deposited P7 layer 
demonstrated similar power conversion efficiencies as solution-
processed bilayer devices containing poly(3-alkylthiophene)s.

Scheme 3. Reactive vapor deposition of semiconducting polymers.
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Notably, thiophene-based polymers lacking 3,4-dialkoxy 
substituents in their repeat unit were dedoped during the post-
deposition solvent rinsing step (Figure 3). Dedoping was evident 
in UV-vis absorption spectra of P13 films recorded immediately 
after deposition and after various rinsing times. In contrast, 
vapor deposited films of P3-Cl, which were created using a 3,4-
dialkoxythiophene monomer, remained persistently p-doped, 
even after solvent rinsing and extended exposure to ambient. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy of P3-Cl and P13 films, respectively, confirmed 
that metal salts were completely rinsed out of both samples. 
Therefore, such differing behavior cannot be explained by 
invoking metal impurities. Instead, the intrinsic ability of each 

polymer repeat unit structure to stabilize polaronic or 
bipolaronic charge carriers determines whether a polymer film 
will be dedoped during rinsing.89,90

Another point to consider is the nature of the linkages 
between repeat units in vapor deposited poly(thiophene)s 
(Scheme 4). Since an oxidative polymerization underpins all 
known vapor deposition recipes, the reactive species 
responsible for chain extension is a thiophene radical cation, 
which displays notable electron density in both the - and -
positions of the thiophene ring. Therefore, intermolecular 
coupling of these radical cations can produce a statistical 
mixture of both -linkages, and undesirable -linkages and 
crosslinks.

Figure 3. (a) Reaction scheme illustrating the persistent p-doping of P4-Cl subsequent to methanol or acid rinsing. (b) X-ray photoelectron spectra of P4-Cl thin films 
before and after rinsing with 0.5M HCl. Adapted with permission from Ref. 74. (c) UV-vis 1-Transmission-Reflectance (1-T-R) spectra of an as-deposited P4-Cl film and 
the same film after rinsing with a 0.5 M HCl solution. Adapted with permission from Ref. 74. (d) Reaction scheme illustrating the dedoping of P13 subsequent to 
methanol rinsing. SEMs and corresponding EDX spectra (S and Fe atoms) of P13 films on banana fiber fabric (e) before and (f) after rinsing with methanol. (g) UV-vis 
1-T-R of an as-deposited P13 film and the same film after a 2 minute methanol rinse. Adapted with permission from Ref. 74.
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Scheme 4. (a) Important resonance structures of the radical cation formed during 
oxidative polymerization. (b) The different monomer coupling arrangements that can 
occur in resulting polymers.

Further work done by Gleason et al. investigated the use of 
conjugated polymers with reactive side-chain moieties to allow 
for post-deposition functionalization. In one study, monomers 2 
and 8 were co-deposited using an oCVD protocol.91 The use of 8 
enabled the deposited copolymer to be decorated with 
hydroxyl groups that proved useful for future work concerning 
chemiresistive biosensors.92 The incorporation of hydroxyl 
groups into the copolymer allowed for immobilization of avidin 
onto the copolymer surface, which in turn was able to 
specifically bind biotin (analyte). In a similar approach, 
carboxylic acid functionalized conducting copolymers were 
prepared using oCVD through co-evaporation of 2 and 9 with 
FeCl3.93 Regulating the ratio of monomers 2 and 9 enabled the 
authors to control the extent of chemical functionality in the 
resulting films. Silver nanoparticles were assembled on the 
surface of the conducting copolymers, suggesting these 
materials may prove useful for sensor applications. A follow up 
to this work created copolymer films via oCVD for sensing of 
volatile organic compounds.94 Compounds 2 and 9 were chosen 
as comonomers and deposited via oCVD. A chemical crosslinker 
was covalently attached onto the surface of the conductive 
copolymers and different metals were then assembled onto the 
unfunctionalized end of the linker molecule. Analyte vapor was 
then flown over the hybrid conducting copolymer-metal 
surface. Chemisorption of the analyte led to changes in the 
metal work function, thereby altering the electronic states of 
the conducting copolymer film and producing a signal. In 
addition, P10 was synthesized using oCVD (Scheme 5) and 
possessed a band gap of approximately 1.72 eV, which is 
relatively low compared to many standard thiophene-based 
polymers.95

In an effort to expand the scope of monomers that can be 
used in reactive vapor deposition, Andrew et al. utilized 
Chamber 2 to deposit various polymers starting from 
intermediate molecular weight precursors that are solids at 
room temperature and ambient pressure (Figure 2).74 Polymers 
created using monomers 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, and 13 were deposited 
successfully onto various textured surfaces using Chamber 2. 
Importantly, no polymer films were observed when the same 

monomers were loaded into Chamber 1. Andrew et al. 
hypothesized that the precursor path lengths in Chamber 1 
were too long and lead to impractically-low mean free paths for 
reactant vapors. Further characterization of P13 films 
confirmed that Chamber 2 was able to uniformly and 
conformally coat highly-textured surfaces to the same degree 
as Chamber 1 (Figure 4). In addition, P13 displayed excellent 
adherence to fabric substrates after numerous rubbing and 
washing cycles, reinforcing that this polymer can be used as 
effectively as P2-Cl in wearable electronics.

Scheme 5. Reactive vapor deposition of polymers with notable optical or electronic 
properties.

Thick films of P14 grown on flexible polyimide substrates 
using Chamber 1 were observed to produce large operating 
voltage windows in two-electrode supercapacitor devices 
(Figure 5). As mentioned earlier, thick films of P2-Cl served as 
effective single component electrodes in various solid-state 
pseudocapacitive devices, with effective operating windows of 
approximately 1.2 V.82 When a thick film of P14 is used as one 
of two electrodes in an unsymmetric solid state device, the 
operating window was found to increase to 1.5 V, with minimal 
changes to the observed charge and ion transport impedances 
displayed by P2-Cl.
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Figure 4. (a) Optical micrograph and (b) SEM of a corduroy fabric vapor coated with P13 
in Chamber 2 (after rinsing). (c) Optical micrograph of a cotton towel vapor coated with 
P13 in Chamber 2 (after rinsing). (d) Percent change in surface color of a P13-coated 
cotton towel after rubbing and solvent washing. Adapted with permission from Ref. 74.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of charge-discharge cycling in a two-electrode supercapacitor. (b) 
Two-electrode cyclic voltammograms recorded in 0.5M H2SO4 during one charging and 
discharging cycle for (top) two 10 m-thick P2-Cl electrodes on polyimide, (middle) two 
10 m-thick P14 electrodes on polyimide, and (bottom) an asymmetric supercapacitor 
comprised of one 10 m-thick P2-Cl electrode and one 10 m-thick P14 electrode on 
polyimide. The asymmetric device displays an expanded voltage window as compared to 
the symmetric devices. (c) Chemical changes accompanying charge-discharge cycling.

Finally, work has been done by Gleason et al. concerning 
P15.96 Originally synthesized by Wudl et al., P15 has a very low 
band gap of 1 eV.97 Using oCVD, the synthesis of P15 was 
performed in one step between FeCl3 oxidant and monomer 15. 
Successful dedoping of the films was confirmed via X-ray 
photoelectron and ultra-violet visible spectroscopy. By heating 
the substrate stage to higher temperatures, larger conjugation 
lengths were obtained in films of P15. This translated to tunable 
band gaps spanning from 1.14 to 1.05 eV, relatively consistent 
with reports of solution synthesized P15. Interestingly, two 
discrete chemical reactions are needed to transform monomer 
15 into P15 using traditional, solution-phase organic 
synthesis.98,99 In contrast, this complex transformation is readily 

achieved in one step during reactive vapor deposition. This 
observation highlights the unique synthetic advantages of 
reactive vapor deposition: an absence of solvation effects and 
the availability of in situ heating can potentially drive difficult 
chemical transformations to completion. 

Until very recently, all of the polymer films created using 
reactive vapor deposition have been exclusively hole 
transporting materials with high-lying valence band edges. 
Because an oxidative polymerization underpins all of the 
polymer deposition protocols discussed herein, a limited 
electronic variation is to be expected. As shown in Scheme 6, 
electron donating groups in the -positions of the thiophene 
ring will stabilize the radical cation intermediate, thus 
decreasing the activation energy required to form this reactive 
intermediate and increasing the reaction rate for this step. 
Electron rich parent heterocycles lacking -substituents, such as 
pyrrole, thiophene and selenophene, also natively stabilize 
radical cations. In contrast, electron withdrawing substituents 
will destabilize a radical cation, which will increase the 
activation barrier to access this necessary reactive intermediate 
and decrease the overall rate of polymerization. Inconveniently, 
the same electron withdrawing substituents are necessary for 
accessing electron-conducting materials with low-lying 
conduction band edges.100 Therefore, n-type polymers are 
challenging to synthesize via an oxidative polymerization 
reaction.

Scheme 6. Comparison between the effects of electron-donating (top) versus electron-
accepting (bottom) substituents on the oxidative polymerization of heterocyclic 
monomers.

Andrew et al. provided a possible solution to this issue by 
using a donor-acceptor-donor triad, 16,101 with a large dihedral 
angle between the donor and acceptor moieties, which 
effectively electronically decoupled the two components102 and 
allowed the electron-rich donor to participate in an oxidative 
polymerization reaction. Monomer 16 contains electron-rich 
thiophene substituents in the 2,5-positions of an electron-
accepting cyclopentadienone (CPD) ring. Figure 6a illustrates 
how the CPD moiety transforms from an unstable antiaromatic 
system to a stable dianion upon two-electron reduction, 
rendering it a strong electron acceptor. Similar n-dopable 
analogues were reported by Wudl et al.67 In the case of 
monomer 16, the thiophene rings (donors) are twisted out of 
conjugation with the cyclopentadienone moiety (acceptor), 
allowing them to be oxidized by iron (III) chloride despite the 
presence of an electron withdrawing group. Given the high 
molar mass of 16, films of P16 were fabricated via an oCVD 
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protocol using Chamber 2. Ultra-violet photoelectron 
spectroscopy (UPS) revealed an especially deep-lying valence 
band edge at -6.70.2 eV (as determined from three separate 
sample measurements). The optical band gap of P16 was 
calculated as 1.50 eV via UV-vis spectroscopy (using the 
absorption onset of the lowest-energy n-* transition). Figure 
6b compares the electronic band structure of P16 to those of 
the electron transporter C60 and a representative vapor 
deposited p-type polymer.

Figure 6. (a) The cyclopentadienone acceptor moiety. (b) Comparison between the 
electronic band structures of P16 with canonical hole and electron transporters.

Future Directions
Whereas the engineering applications of reactive vapor 
deposition are currently explored across multiple research 
groups, comparatively fewer efforts are dedicated to expanding 
the scope of polymer structures that can be accessed. As stated 
earlier, reactive vapor deposition can be perceived as a nascent, 
solvent-free synthetic technique with which to access a 
plethora of conjugated oligomers and polymers. Since 
solubilizing side chains are not required to synthesize and 
deposit polymer films, fewer synthetic steps are required to 
access appropriate monomers for RVD as compared to 
conventional solution polymerization reactions, thus improving 
the synthetic accessibility103 and, therefore, cost of vapor 
deposited polymers. RVD is also a pragmatic polymerization 
approach for monomers with limited solubility, which may have 
otherwise been abandoned by synthetic materials chemists 
utilizing conventional polymerization reactions, such as Suzuki, 
Stille and Grignard metathesis polymerization reactions. For 
example, the cyclopentadienone-containing monomer 16 was 
originally reported by Wudl et al in 2008,67 but was abandoned 
from subsequent lines of investigation as the resulting polymers 
could not be solution processed to perform necessary 
characterizations and fabricate devices (Figure 7). In stark 
contrast, monomer 16 readily afforded uniform polymer films 

on textile substrates upon being subjected to RVD.101 Therefore, 
we believe that RVD merits increased attention from the 
synthetic community. In this section, we highlight known 
structural deficiencies in vapor deposited polymers and 
selected synthetic challenges that warrant improvements in the 
near term.

Figure 7. (a) Solution-phase oxidative polymerization of monomer 17 yields an insoluble 
polymer P17. (b) Substituents with many rotational degrees of freedom impart sufficient 
volatility, which is needed for RVD, but inhibit -stacking that enables efficient charge 
transport.

To date, reactive vapor deposition recipes that afford 
regioregular polymers are unknown. All known protocols use an 
oxidative polymerization reaction to create conjugated polymer 
films, which proceeds via coupling of charged radical 
intermediates. In the absence of directing groups or other, 
deliberately introduced stereoelectronic effects, radical 
coupling proceeds in a statistical fashion that leads to 
regiorandom polymers when unsymmetric monomers are used 
(Figure 8). Indeed, historically, the solution-phase oxidative 
polymerization of 3-substituted thiophene derivatives has 
always been used to synthesize regiorandom poly(3-
alkylthiophene) polymers.104 Regioregularity is an important 
and desirable feature, especially in poly(3-alkylthiophene)s, in 
which regioregularity enables lamellar packing structures that 
lead to optimized charge carrier mobilities.105 In contrast, an 
absence of regioregularity results in low charge carrier 
mobilities. Furthermore, the presence of -coupling defects 
should further inhibit long-range order and, consequentially, 
charge carrier mobility. To wit, the best known hole mobility for 
regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) synthesized via a Grignard 
metathesis polymerization reaction is 1.37 cm2 V-1 s-1,106 
whereas the average hole mobility of vapor deposited 
poly(thiophene) pales in comparison, at 3.74 x 10-3 cm2 V-1 s-1.87 
Process, surface, and/or reaction modifications that allow 
access to vapor deposited, regioregular polymers will be 
impactful for the fabrication of flexible transistor arrays. The 
concentration of -defects in vapor deposited polymer films 
can potentially be addressed by taking cues from the direct 
arylation polymerization community,107 which has been 
investigating various strategies to favor -coupling events 
over -coupling side reactions. Additionally, one could vary the 
counterion of the metal oxidant used for RVD such that tight ion 
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pairing between the thiophene radical cation intermediate and 
the counterion is introduced, which should bias the formation 
of one kind of linkage (- or -) over the other, depending on 
the polarizability and steric bulk of the counterion.

While a few vapor deposited copolymers are reported to 
date, the polymer films created from multiple monomers do not 
possess the same level of sequence regularity and control as 
solution-synthesized counterparts. Sequence control is 
important for accessing semiconducting polymers with tunable 
band gaps.108 Donor-acceptor conjugated polymers synthesized 
using conventional solution polymerization reliably contain 
alternating electron-rich and electron-poor moieties in the 
polymer backbone, which results in the observation of a 
characteristic charge-transfer band in their UV-vis-NIR 
absorption spectra. The absorption maximum and oscillator 
strength of this charge transfer band can be tailored by 
judiciously choosing the electron-rich and electron-poor 
moieties contained in the polymer repeat unit. Analogous band-
gap tuning in vapor deposited polymers has not been 
demonstrated to date, since most known iterations of vapor 
deposited semiconductors are predominantly thiophene-
based. A limited scope of accessible repeat unit structures 
means that the strength of donor-acceptor interactions and, 
transitively, the absorption maximum of donor-acceptor 
polymers cannot be tuned. 

Moreover, all thiophene-based semiconductors are 
primarily hole conductors (p-type) with approximately similar 
band gaps (ca. 2.2 – 2.4 eV) and valence band edges (5.2  0.2 
eV), meaning that systematically engineering Type II 
heterojunctions for organic solar cells and light emitting 
diodes109 is challenging. Therefore, efforts to develop vapor 
deposition recipes for new p-type and n-type monomers, 
including sulfur-free compounds, are warranted. Particularly for 
wearable and implantable electronics, a transition away from 
aniline and thiophene-based polymers is essential because of 

recent, troubling reports of acute liver toxicity in drugs 
containing these moieties.110,111

 As previously discussed, the singular reaction underpinning 
all known vapor deposition recipes is the oxidative 
polymerization reaction. This narrow reaction scope means that 
only electron-rich monomers will practically afford polymer 
films (Scheme 6) and, correspondingly, any resulting polymer 
films will have high-lying valence band edges that will only be 
suitable for hole conduction/injection/extraction.100 Although 
Andrew et al. reported a strategy to circumvent this limitation—
use of a donor-acceptor-donor triad in which the donors are  
twisted out of conjugation with acceptor101—the monomer 
used in that study contained many rotational degrees of 
freedom (Figure 7), which typically inhibit -stacking in the 
condensed phase. Consequently, films of P16 were expected to 
display low charge carrier mobilities. Unfortunately, Andrew et 
al. also found that substituents with higher degrees of 
rotational freedom were necessary to volatilize monomers at 
reasonable temperatures and obtain polymer films using 
Chamber 2. For example, the comparatively planar monomer 
17, which should generate crystalline polymer films, did not 
yield a practical vapor plume when heated to within 25 oC of its 
observed decomposition temperature at a chamber pressure of 
100 mTorr. Therefore, more creative strategies are needed to 
vapor deposit n-type polymers with optimized optical and 
electronic properties. Impactful advances will likely be made by 
adapting other unexplored, bicomponent reactions112 to RVD 
protocols, thus allowing access to a broader array of precursors 
with desirable structural and electronic variations.
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